The Trojan Horse of International Markets: Manipulating Websites in Access Economy
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Abstract
The concept of access economy is relatively new, evolving at the beginning of 2015 from the sharing economy concept. Further, it marks a new trend in the business world. Building on the work of Mazaheri et al. (2014), this paper aims to expand the proposed model to the access economy world. This paper has two goals: to uncover more elements of the new access economy enterprises, and to further falsify the findings of Mazaheri et al. (2014) model. With the help of the access economy principals, it was possible to expand the model to the access economy domain. Limitations and areas for future research are discussed afterwards.
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1. Introduction
Airbnb, Zipcar, JustRide, Zoomcar, EliteHeads and Uber, all are well-known brands of commercial enterprises. These names reached the peak of fame worldwide by 2015. At the beginning, activities of these enterprises were grouped under the umbrella of sharing economy. Sharing economy is a hybrid market model which refers to peer-to-peer-based sharing of access to goods and services (Hamari et al., 2015; Puschmann & Alt, 2016). This was valid until Eckhardt, & Bardhi (2015) announced in their article in Harvard Business Review (HBR) that it is not sharing anymore but an economic exchange “When “sharing” is market-mediated - when a company is an intermediary between consumers who don’t know each other - it is no longer sharing at all. Rather, consumers are paying to access someone else’s goods or services for a particular period of time. It is an economic exchange, and consumers are after utilitarian, rather than social, value”. With this distinction, it is rational to consider the activities of these enterprises as access economy not sharing economy. The debate is still a living issue as some scholars still refer to it as sharing economy (Cusumano, 2015; Posen, 2015; Rauch, & Schleicher, 2015; Zervas et al., 2015; Dakhlia et al., 2016), while others (Meelen, & Frenken, 2015; Mathe, 2015; Assenova et al., 2016) believe that HBR's access economy fits this category better. In this current study, we are going to follow the HBR perspective without going further into this debate as it makes more sense. Due to the scarce literature available on access economy, literature on sharing economy will be a credible reference as it discusses the same phenomenon. Access economy enterprises rely on websites to offer its services to different markets; making it the more reason to try addressing the role of its atmospheric cues as the gate to access new markets. To further explain the mechanism of access economy operations, a demonstration is presented in (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Access economy enterprises framework

2. Literature Review

2.1 Website Atmospheric Cues of Access Economy Enterprises and New International Markets

The concept of access economy wasn’t addressed before 2015 when HBR acknowledged it (Eckhardt & Bardhi, 2015). Even when it was referred to as sharing economy enterprises, there is still little literature available. The earliest found material in literature, dates back to 2012, which is logical as the pioneers of this industry (Uber and Airbnb) operated the same year as the great financial crisis in 2008. Most of the literature is in the form of case studies e.g. (Wirtz & Tang, 2015; Rogers, 2015; Rempel, 2014; Harding et al., 2015; Kaplan & Nadler, 2015). This paper will try building on the information provided by the literature to propose a link between this relatively new phenomenon, international business, and Mazaheri et al. (2014) model of website atmospheric cues with online behavior.

2.2 Access Economy Enterprises and International Markets

In what seems like the blink of an eye, access economy pioneers soon reached an international level. Pioneers like Uber and Airbnb are currently operating in 190 and 58 countries respectively. Other enterprises - newly formed - are also seeking their way towards becoming international after establishing a good base in their home countries. In order to expand into more international markets, they need to sharpen their capabilities. In his dissertation, Le (2015) discussed what can be called the “Sharing Economy Principles”. As previously agreed upon, the title was modified to fit the theoretical framework of this paper. It is now called the “Access Economy Principles” and they were arranged in the model presented in Table 1. These principles are essential for these enterprises to survive either locally or internationally. They face tremendous challenges from well-established industries, governmental regulations, public opinion, cultural differences, established norms, and consumers' preferences. These are major forces that can provide either a big chance or a major threat blocking its reach to its targeted consumers. The first principle, “Trust and Reputation”, is what Botsman (2012) heavily emphasized on it being the currency of access economy. Since access economy enterprises took full advantage of modern technology, it needs to emphasize on “reputation capital” as it is the only credibility for these enterprises. Reputation Capital was defined as “the worth of your reputation - intentions, capabilities and values - across communities and marketplaces” (Botsman & Rogers, 2012). The second principle, “Access Over Ownership”, refers to the fact that items traded by the two sides of the access economy enterprise operations are not owned by the consumer. Rather, consumers only gain access to the item and utilize it for a period of time for a lower cost (Botsman & Rogers, 2012). The third principle. “Transparent and Open Information”, means that a disclosure of all information about the item exchanged is credible, honest and clear (Botsman & Rogers, 2012). The last principle, “No Wasted Value”, emphasizes one of the greatest advantages of access economy enterprises. The principle of “No Wasted Value” guarantees that the supplier's owned item will be better utilized with extra money as well (Botsman & Rogers, 2012).

Table 1. Principles of access economy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trust and Reputation</th>
<th>Access Over Ownership</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transparent and Open Information</td>
<td>No Wasted Value</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Generated from Botsman & Rogers (2012).

There are many factors that encourage the expansion of access economy enterprises such as technological advancement (Owyang, 2013), population expansion (Finley, 2013), and economical fluctuation (Botsman & Rogers, 2010). On the other hand, there are still many obstacles that might prevent international expansion. Government regulations (Bond, 2015) for example, is one barrier that needs to be fully addressed by access economy enterprises especially in the targeted country. In order to access that new market, access economy enterprises needs to consider the governmental regulations of that country before starting the expansion movement. Another issue that needs to be considered is the cultural factor (Gountas & Gountas, 2015). Access economy enterprises need to be open to cultural differences to gain access to these new markets. There are other factors that need to be considered by access economy enterprises but this study will only focus on these two major elements.

2.3 Websites Atmospheric Cues Effect on Target Market Decision

The influence of websites atmospheric cues on consumers decision has been widely discussed in the literature (for example, Dailey, 2004; Eroglu et al., 2001, 2003; Hausman & Siekpe, 2009; Mummalaneni, 2005; Richard,
2005). Mazaheri et al. (2014) developed a theoretical model (Figure 2) that was examined and shown to be valid (Mazaheri et al., 2014). The model divided the atmospheric cues into three categories. Emotions resulting from surfing the websites were divided based on Mehrabian and Russell’s (1974) PAD framework (pleasure, arousal, and dominance). The perception of the atmospheric cues was divided to site informativeness (Hoffman & Novak, 1996), site entertainment (Chen & Wells, 1999), and site effectiveness (Bell & Tang, 1998). The types of tangibility of websites were based on the work of Laroche et al. (2001) and divided into: physical tangibility, specificity, and mental tangibility. Consumers attitudes towards these atmospheric cues were relative to the site itself and the services provided through it. It is worthwhile to investigate if this limited model can be extended to cover the access economy enterprises.

2.4 Website Atmospheric Cues to Access New International Markets

The aim of this paper is to expand the website atmospheric cues framework to the domain of access economy enterprises. In the attempt to integrate the previous models into a single model representing the proposed theory, the primary model is developed as demonstrated in (Figure 3).

![Figure 2. Websites atmospheric cues model](image1)

Source: Mazaheri et al. (2014).

![Figure 3. Access economy enterprises website model](image2)

Source: Compiled by authors.

3. Merging the Access Economy Enterprises Principles and the Website Atmospheric Cues Framework

It is now clear that access economy enterprises operate as intermediaries between different suppliers and consumers across the globe. It matches the closest consumers to the most suited available supplier. This matching is achieved through a dynamic database of registered suppliers and demanding consumers. To best utilize these dynamic databases, special and careful attention needs to be directed to its websites. Access economy enterprises' websites need to clearly demonstrate its principles to the interested parties. Table 2 represents how the authors view the distribution of websites atmospheric cues on access economy enterprises principles and these enterprises targeted direction.
Table 2. Distribution of websites atmospheric cues on access economy enterprises principles and its targeted direction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Website Cue</th>
<th>Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trust and Reputation</td>
<td>Emotions</td>
<td>Suppliers + Benefitters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access over Ownership</td>
<td>Tangibility</td>
<td>Benefitters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparent and Open Information</td>
<td>Atmospheric Cues</td>
<td>Benefitters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Wasted Value</td>
<td>Tangibility</td>
<td>Suppliers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Inferred by the authors from the literature.

a) Trust and Reputation with Emotion Cues

The “emotions” cue in Mehrabian and Russell (1974) PAD framework, reflected three powers of a website: “pleasure”; an indicator of the website “likeability” (Poels & Dewitte, 2008), “arousal”; an indicator of the website “motivational power” (Poels & Dewitte, 2008), and “dominance”; an indicator of the website “controlling power” (Mazaheri et al., 2011). Linking this to the principles of access economy enterprises, it can be found that Botsman and Rogers’ (2012) definition of reputation capital is the most suited to the “Emotions” cue. This justifies the following proposition:

**Proposition 1:** The access economy enterprise “Reputation and Trust” principle is reflected in the “Emotions” cue of websites atmospheric cues model.

b) Access Over Ownership and No Wasted Value with Tangibility

The “Tangibility” cue in the work of Laroche et al. (2001), reflected three dimensions of tangibility: physical tangibility; “access to the product by senses”, specificity; “the consumer's ability to define the product” (Mazaheri et al., 2014), and mental tangibility (Laroche et al., 2004); “the ability to visualize the particular product mentally” (Mazaheri et al., 2014). Linking this to the principles of access economy enterprises, it can be assumed that Le’s (2015) description “access over ownership” and “no wasted value” are the most suited to this category of tangibility. Access over ownership represents the “physical tangibility” aspect as the consumer can access the product without actually owning it. On the other hand, “no wasted value” represents the aspects of “specificity” and “mental tangibility” as consumers dealing with this website fully understand the service provided justifying the following propositions:

**Proposition 2a:** The access economy enterprise “Access Over Ownership” principle is reflected in the “tangibility” cue of websites atmospheric cues model.

**Proposition 2b:** The access economy enterprise “No Wasted Value” principle is reflected in the “tangibility” cue of websites atmospheric cues model.

c) Transparent and Open Information with Perception of the Cues

The perception of websites atmospheric cues in Mazaheri et al. (2014) model, was based on the works of Richard (2005) and Mazaheri et al. (2011). Site informativeness reflects the availability of the desired information (Hoffman & Novak, 1996), site entertainment reflects the level of interactivity it has (Chen & Wells, 1999), and site effectiveness reflects the website’s information’s accuracy, completeness, updatedness and relevance (Bell & Tang, 1998). Back to the access economy enterprises principles, the meaning of “Transparent and Open Information” by Le (2015) makes a best match; legitimating the third proposal.

**Proposition 3:** the access economy enterprise “Transparent and Open Information” principal is reflected in the “perception of websites atmospherics” cue of websites atmospheric cues model.

Relating the Cues Principles to the Targeted Parties

After classifying the websites’ atmospheric cues on the principals of access economy enterprises, the next step is to define the consumers of these enterprises as suppliers or benefactors. Both parties are considered as consumers to the services of these enterprises. The suppliers are consumers that offer the assets needed by these enterprises through their websites. Beneficiaries, on the other hand, are the parties that access and utilize these assets offered by the suppliers through the same websites. Bearing this distinction in mind, the proposed theory is further expanding to cover these two interested parties of consumers.

a) No Wasted Value and Trust and Reputation to Suppliers Consumers

After assigning the website atmospheric cues “Emotions” and “Tangibility” to the “Trust and Reputation” and “No Wasted Value” principles, respectively, it becomes easier to assign them to the appropriate party of
consumers “Supplier”. The authors believe that the “Supplier” is a consumer to the services of the website offering an asset to the most appropriate “Benefiter”. The supplier guarantees that his owned asset will be further utilized for an extra value. He is also assured that his asset is being offered to a credible entity that will not waste his right of a cash compensation. This paves the way to two propositions:

**Proposition 4a:** the access economy enterprise “Trust and Reputation” principle and “Emotions” cue are directed to the benefit of the supplier consumer.

**Proposition 4b:** the access economy enterprise “No Wasted Value” principle and “Tangibility” cue are directed to the benefit of the supplier consumer.

**b) Transparent and Open Information, Access Over Ownership, and Trust and Reputation to Benefiter Consumers**

The atmospheric cues “Emotions”, “Perception of Atmospherics”, and “Tangibility” were assigned to the “Trust and Reputation”, “Transparent and Open Information”, and “Access Over Ownership” principals respectively. The other category of access economy enterprises’ websites consumers are the “Benefiter” consumers. The benefiter is a consumer to the services of the website offering by accessing the asset offered by the most suitable supplier consumer. The benefiter is satisfied with the utilization of the asset he desired from a trusted source, for a lower price, and without the liability of ownership. Matters of security are guaranteed due to the open and transparent information of the suppliers. Thus, three propositions can be presented:

**Proposition 5a:** the access economy enterprise “Trust and Reputation” principle and “Emotions” cue are directed to the benefit of the benefiter consumer.

**Proposition 5b:** the access economy enterprise “Transparent and Open Information” principle and “Perception of Atmospherics” cue are directed to the benefit of the benefiter consumer.

**Proposition 5c:** the access economy enterprise “Access Over Ownership” principle and “Tangibility” cue are directed to the benefit of the benefiter consumer.
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Figure 5. A proposed model for access economy enterprise’s website model

Source: The Authors.

**4. Conclusion**

Like the Trojan horse from the legends, access economy enterprises gained rapid access to many locations worldwide. They changed the lifestyles, social structures, and perceptions of all the locations they operate in. This made it earn a place in Time’s “10 ideas that will change the world”. It is something we witness and experience everyday as long as technology and the internet are available. Being a new phenomenon or the new trend in business, doesn’t deny the fact of access economy being interesting. This paper aimed at further uncovering this new phenomenon by using Mazaheri’s et al. (2014) model of the website's atmospheric cues. The attempt seems possible after joining the principles of access economy enterprises with websites’ cues. This serves as a further confirmation to the findings of Mazaheri et al. (2014). Consumers’ decisions are indeed influenced by what they receive from websites atmospheric cues. This paper also confirms the influence of culture on these decisions. Further, this paper also helped in uncovering more aspects of the new access economy
phenomenon. This is not the end, however. The findings of this paper paves the way for further avenues of future works. The findings of this paper are conceptual, making it necessary to conduct an empirical application to confirm it as this is not the focus of this paper. Future works can try to test the findings in real world contexts. Another area for future works is to develop an improved measure of websites' atmospheric cues reflecting the principles of access economy enterprises. The new access economy enterprises phenomenon is still vague and vast. This paper only uncovered the part that is related to Mazaheri et al. (2014) website atmospheric cues model.

Future works can further uncover this phenomenon from different angles. One angle is to acknowledge the inclusion of these enterprises under the access economy umbrella and not the sharing economy, or proving the opposite. Another angle is to further analyze the characteristics of these enterprises as a category and not a single firm's cases. A third angle is to analyze the clash between these access economy enterprises and different government regulations and different cultures - around the world or within the same country. Future research areas can also be directed to analyze the technologies used by these enterprises and their effects. Measurement of the access economy enterprises may be developed in future works. The principles of access economy can also be expanded by uncovering new principles. Another direction for future research is to apply other models on access economy enterprises. The mechanisms and management structures followed in these enterprises are other areas for future research. Also, Mazaheri et al. (2014) model can be further falsified by applying it to other contexts. It can also be replicated with the two types of consumers (suppliers and benefiters) as respondents. Even though this paper is suffering from the scarce availability of literature, it is the hope of the authors that it will pave the road to rich literature that will contribute more to the business and management paradigm. Access economy enterprises are a new business form that rapidly expanded internationally. This makes it clear that the world is not vast anymore but “It's a small world after all”.
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